
Chapter 5622
Charlie couldn’t help muttering He murmured,
“The Preface to the Nine Profound Scriptures… which preface is the preface?”
Marshal said casually, “The preface of the preface, the preface of the Lanting 
collection.”
He couldn’t help thinking to himself, “The Preface to the Nine Profound Scriptures,”
“That is to say, the book that Dad got was the preface to the Nine Profound 
Heavenly Scriptures?”
The preface is generally the content of the introduction before the main text 
begins.
For example, Wang Bo’s amazing work “Preface to the Pavilion of the King of Teng” 
was actually when the governor of Hongzhou invited many scholars to participate 
in the banquet,
When the Pavilion of the King of Teng was completed. Everyone wrote articles and 
poems to participate in the grand event.
Then organized the works of these literati and bachelors into a collection of poems,
And Wang Bo’s “Preface to the Pavilion of the King of Teng” is tantamount to 
writing a preface for future collections of poems.
Therefore, Charlie felt that if the book his father got back then was really called 
“Preface to the Nine Profound Scriptures”,
Then it might really be the preface to the Nine Profound Scriptures!
Thinking of this, he quickly asked, “Uncle, after getting this book,”
“What words or actions did my father have that you couldn’t understand,”
“Or that left a deep impression on you?”
Marshal thought for a while, and said,
“In your father, there were too many behavior changes that I couldn’t understand.”
“He looked up ancient books and materials, and even went out with your mother 
many times for inspections.”
“He went there for many days or even months.”
“But at that time, I thought your father’s mind was a little bewildered.”
“So I didn’t pay much attention to what he did.”
Speaking of this, Marshal suddenly thought of something, and blurted out,



“By the way, I remember that your father talked to your mother more than once,”
“And said something about the fate of the dragon and the phoenix,”
“And how to say that ascending the dragon is the respect,”
“And only the ascending dragon is the real dragon ascending to heaven.”
Charlie said solemnly, “My father said, it should be People’s fate, Longge and 
Fengge.”
“Maybe.” Marshal frowned and said, “He didn’t mention these two much,”
“But often mentioned Shenglongge, as if they were research topics for doctoral 
supervisors.”
“He muttered there all day, the key point was that your mother was also very 
involved,”
“And the two of them seemed to have been brainwashed.”
Charlie hurriedly asked, “Uncle, do you remember any other details?”
Marshal shook his head and sighed. He said, “It’s been too long,”
“And I can’t remember the details clearly. What impressed me the most was that 
your father always told your mother about riding a dragon to ascend to heaven,”
“And always said that if it doesn’t work, then so-and-so, then so-and-so, and finally 
so-and-so.”
“In this way, speaking from the bottom of my heart,”
“I thought the two of them had joined some cult organization, thinking about 
ascension to heaven all day long…”
Charlie was even more astonished at this time.
He really didn’t expect that his father had something to do with the “Nine Profound
Heavenly Scriptures”.
Longge, Fengge, were they talking about him and his mother?
Or, Longe was talking about himself?
Then Shenglongge, what is it?
Charlie felt that he had fallen into a blind spot of knowledge all of a sudden.
In the “Preface to the Nine Profound Scriptures”, there is no description of 
Shenglongge,
And this is the first time he had heard this word today.
There is another word that he just learned not long ago,



And that was the secret of longevity that Victoria’s subordinate Jermo mentioned to
him before he died.
Reminiscing that his parents were killed by Jermo,
Charlie guessed in his heart that his parents should have obtained some amazing 
treasure or practiced exercises by accident,
So they angered Victoria and were targeted by her, so they died in Aurous Hill.
Thinking up to this point, Charlie suddenly thought of Maria.
Maria doesn’t know the secret of longevity,
But she definitely understands things like fate!
After all, she has lived for more than three hundred years,
Her attainments in the Book of Changes and Gossip are unmatched,
Even Lai Qinghua can’t hold a candle to her.
Perhaps, she will know what kind of fate Shenglongge is!
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